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Research – Ross 
 
Brand id development – Becky 
 
Advertising concept development – JEN 
 
Art working – All 
 
Final product design - Hayley 
 
Presentation specialist - Shane 



RESEARCH… 

Top energy drinks… 
 
The top energy drinks at the moment 
are: Monster Energy, Java Monster, 
Monster Mega Energy, and Monster 
Rehab. 
The majority of energy drinks around 
now are getting more creative designs 
and come in a variety of shapes and 
sizes. 
 



We are hoping for our product to reach out into a new market with our 
advertising and designs. 
 
We are creating and promoting our product to energy drink lovers from 
the age of 16+. 
 
Our designs are mutual so they don’t specifically target a certain gender 
or age.  
 

Target Market… 



philosophy… 

Creating a positive energy drink rather than dark and 
powerful like Monster and Rockstar. 
 
Making an energy drink more fun with the cartoon design 
and mascot behind it. 
 
Funny images of the lemon. 



Graphics & TYPOGRAPHY… 

BLAST = KAPOW 
When we heard of the name we instantly thought of the comic book style shape 
which you see behind words such as ‘Kapow’ ‘Boom’ and Wham’. 

We decided to use the text font ‘Showcard Gothic’ as it was the closest font 
which looked similar to the text used on comics. We created a similar text 
design similar to comic books with the dots on the text. 





Advertising 

Liam Lemon 
Mascot 
Poster & Magazine advertisement 
Billboard 



Final product Design 

Our final product would have 
the comic book design all 
around the can and then we 
would place the brand logo on 
top of the images so it fills the 
front of the can. We would 
place it diagonally so the full 
text can be seen. We would 
then have images of the lemon 
mascot around the can, (shown 
in the image).  


